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The thermodynamic properties (magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, transverse and longitu-
dinal correlation lengths, specific heat) of one- and two-dimensional ferromagnets with arbitrary
spin S in a magnetic field are investigated by a second-order Green-function theory. In addition,
quantum Monte Carlo simulations for S = 1/2 and S = 1 are performed using the stochastic series
expansion method. A good agreement between the results of both approaches is found. The field
dependence of the position of the maximum in the temperature dependence of the susceptibility
fits well to a power law at low fields and to a linear increase at high fields. The maximum height
decreases according to a power law in the whole field region. The longitudinal correlation length
may show an anomalous temperature dependence: a minimum followed by a maximum with in-
creasing temperature. Considering the specific heat in one dimension and at low magnetic fields,
two maxima in its temperature dependence for both the S = 1/2 and S = 1 ferromagnets are found.
For S > 1 only one maximum occurs, as in the two-dimensional ferromagnets. Relating the theory
to experiments on the S = 1/2 quasi-one-dimensional copper salt TMCuC [(CH3)4NCuCl3], a fit to
the magnetization as a function of the magnetic field yields the value of the exchange energy which
is used to make predictions for the occurrence of two maxima in the temperature dependence of the
specific heat.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Cx
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of low-dimensional quantum spin systems1
is of growing interest and is motivated by the progress
in the synthesis of new materials, where ferromagnetic
compounds attract increasing attention. For exam-
ple, besides the spin S = 1/2 quasi-one-dimensional
(1D) ferromagnetic systems, such as the copper salt
TMCuC,2,3 the organic magnets p-NPNN4,5 and β-
BBDTA·GaBr4,6 and the CuCl2-sulfoxide complexes,7
recently the S = 1/2 quasi-2D ferromagnet Cs2AgF4,
which has a structure similar to the high-Tc parent
compound La2CuO4, was studied
8 and found to be
magnetically reminescent of K2CuF4.
9 In ferromagnetic
systems with S > 1 mainly the effects of single-ion spin
anisotropies were investigated, such as in the quasi-1D
S = 1 easy-plane ferromagnet CsNiF3
10 and in 2D
easy-axis Heisenberg models in a magnetic field11,12,13
for describing the spin reorientation transition in thin
ferromagnetic films (see Ref. 14 and references therein).
The 2D anisotropic S > 1 Heisenberg ferromagnets
in a magnetic field were investigated by Green-function
methods,11,13,15 where the exchange term was treated
in the random-phase approximation (RPA),16 and by
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations.12 In a pre-
vious paper17 we have developed a second-order Green-
function theory of 1D and 2D S = 1/2 ferromagnets in
a magnetic field which goes one step beyond the RPA
and provides a rather good description of magnetic short-
range order (SRO) and of the thermodynamics. This can
be seen from the comparison with the exact calculations
by the Bethe-ansatz method for the quantum transfer
matrix in the 1D model and with the exact diagonaliza-
tions on finite lattices. In particular, for the S = 1/2
ferromagnetic chain two maxima in the temperature de-
pendence of the specific heat at very low magnetic fields
were found. On the contrary, the RPA was shown to
fail in describing the SRO, reflected, e.g., in the specific
heat, whereas the magnetization and the magnetic sus-
ceptibility are quite well reproduced. Recently, a similar
Green-function approach for S = 1/2 ferromagnets was
presented18 which improves the theory of Ref. 17 con-
cerning the agreement with exact methods. The results
obtained for S = 1/2 are stimulating to investigate fer-
romagnets with S > 1/2 in a magnetic field, for which
a second-order Green-function theory of SRO is not yet
developed. Second-order Green-function approaches for
ferromagnets with arbitrary spin exist in the case of zero
magnetic field only,19,20 where in Ref. 20 ferromagnetic
chains with an easy-axis single-ion anisotropy were stud-
ied.
In this paper we extend both our previous theory for
S = 1/2 (Ref. 17) to arbitrary spins and the theory of
Ref. 19 for zero field to arbitrary fields. We start from
the ferromagnetic Heisenberg model with arbitrary spin
S,
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
SiSj − h
∑
i
Szi (1)
[〈ij〉 denote nearest-neighbor (NN) bonds along a chain
or on a square lattice; throughout we set J = 1] with
S2i = S(S + 1). We calculate thermodynamic prop-
erties (magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, correla-
tion length, specific heat) at arbitrary temperatures and
2fields. For comparison, we perform QMC simulations
of the S = 1/2 and S = 1 models on a chain up to
N = L = 1024 sites and on a square lattice up to
N = L× L = 64× 64.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
the second-order Green-function theory for model (1) is
developed, where the extensions of previous second-order
Green-function approaches17,18,19 to arbitrary spins and
fields imply novel technical aspects. Moreover, consider-
ing the case S = 1/2 the theory is extended as compared
with Refs. 17 and 18 by the introduction of two addi-
tional vertex parameters and, correspondingly, by taking
into consideration two additional conditions for their de-
termination. This extension is shown to have qualitative
effects on the temperature dependence of the longitu-
dinal correlation length (see Sec. IV.B). In Sec. III the
employed QMC method is briefly described. In Sec. IV
the thermodynamic properties of the 1D and 2D ferro-
magnets are investigated as functions of temperature and
field, also in comparison with RPA, and are related to
experiments. Particular attention is paid to the calcula-
tion of the transverse and longitudinal correlation lengths
which were not considered in Refs. 17 and 18. Finally, a
summary of our work is given in Sec. V.
II. SECOND-ORDER GREEN-FUNCTION
THEORY
To determine the transverse and longitudinal spin cor-
relation functions and the thermodynamic quantities, we
employ the equation of motion method for two-time re-
tarded commutator Green functions.16 First we calcu-
late the transverse spin correlation functions. Because
we treat arbitrary spins in nonzero magnetic fields, so
that we have 〈Sz〉 6= 0, we consider the Green functions
〈〈S+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω introduced by Tyablikov within the first-
order theory, i.e. the RPA (see Appendix), where S
(n)−
−q
is the Fourier transform of S
(n)−
i = (S
z
i )
nS−i with n =
0, 1, ..., 2S − 1, and the Green functions 〈〈iS˙+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω
which we calculate for the first time in the second-order
theory. The equations of motion read
ω〈〈S+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω =M (n)+− + 〈〈iS˙+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω , (2)
ω〈〈iS˙+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω = M˜ (n)+−q + 〈〈−S¨+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω . (3)
The moments M (n)+− = 〈[S+q , S(n)−−q ]〉 and M˜ (n)+−q =
〈[iS˙+q , S(n)−−q ]〉 are given by the exact expressions
M (n)+− = 2〈(Sz)n+1〉+ (1 − δn,0)
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
(−1)k×
{S(S + 1)〈(Sz)n−k〉 + 〈(Sz)n−k+1〉 − 〈(Sz)n−k+2〉}, (4)
M˜ (n)+−q = z(1− γq){2C(n)zz10 + C(n)−+10
+ (1− δn,0)
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
(−1)k[S(S + 1)
× (δk,n〈Sz〉+ (1− δk,n)C(n−k−1)zz10 )
+ C
(n−k)zz
10 − C(n−k+1)zz10 ]}+ hM (n)+−, (5)
where C
(n)−+
nm ≡ C(n)−+R = 〈S(n)−0 S+R〉, C(n)zznm ≡
C
(n)zz
R = 〈(Sz0 )n+1SzR〉, R = nex+mey, γq = 2z
z/2∑
i=1
cos qi,
and z is the coordination number. Deriving Eqs. (4) and
(5) the operator identity
S2i = S
−
i S
+
i + S
z
i + (S
z
i )
2 (6)
has been used. In Eq. (3) the second derivative −S¨+q
is approximated as indicated in Refs. 17,19,20,21,22,23,
24. That means, in −S¨+i we decouple the products of
operators along NN sequences 〈i, j, l〉 as
S+i S
+
j S
−
l = α
+−
1 〈S+j S−l 〉S+i + α+−2 〈S+i S−l 〉S+j , (7)
where the vertex parameters α+−1 and α
+−
2 are attached
to NN and further-distant correlation functions, respec-
tively. The products of operators with two coinciding
sites, appearing for S > 1, are decoupled as19,20
S+i S
−
j S
+
j = 〈S−j S+j 〉S+i + λ+−〈S+i S−j 〉S+j , (8)
where the vertex parameter λ+− is introduced. We ob-
tain
− S¨+q = [(ω+−q )2 − h2]S+q + 2hiS˙+q (9)
with
(ω+−q )
2 =
z
2
(1− γq){∆+− + 2zα+−1 C10(1− γq)}, (10)
∆+− = S(S + 1) + 〈(Sz)2〉
+ 2{λ+− − (z + 1)α+−1 }C10
+ 2α+−2 {(z − 2)C11 + C20}, (11)
where Cnm =
1
2C
(0)−+
nm + C
(0)zz
nm . In the special case
S = 1/2, in −S¨+i products of spin operators with two
coinciding sites do not appear which is equivalent to set-
ting λ+− = 0. Finally, we get the Green functions
〈〈S+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω =
∑
i=1,2
A
(n)
qi
ω − ωqi , (12)
〈〈iS˙+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω =
∑
i=1,2
ωqiA
(n)
qi
ω − ωqi , (13)
3where
ωq1,2 = h± ω+−q , (14)
A
(n)
q1,2 =
1
2
M (n)+− ± 1
2ω+−q
(M˜ (n)+−q − hM (n)+−) (15)
with the moments given by Eqs. (4) and (5). The
transverse dynamic spin susceptibility χ+−q (ω) =
−〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ω is given by Eq. (12) for n = 0.
Because we consider nonzero magnetic fields within the
second-order theory, the behavior of the Green functions
(12) with the poles (14) exhibits, for arbitrary spin, a
peculiar aspect. Considering the static Green functions
〈〈S+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω=0, in particular the static spin suscepti-
bility χ+−q ≡ χ+−q (ω = 0), a divergency signaling a phase
transition could appear if ωq2 = 0, i.e., ω
+−
q = h. Ac-
cording to Eq. (10) the corresponding q values are given
by
1− γq = g0 ≡ (4zα+−1 C10)−1 ×
{[(∆+−)2 + 16α+−1 C10h2]1/2 −∆+−}. (16)
This equation may be fulfilled in region I of the h − T
plane defined by h < h0(T ), where h0(T ) is determined
by Eq. (16) with g0 = 2 which is realized at the corner
of the Brillouin zone with γq = −1. In region II, h >
h0(T ), we have h > ω
+−
q for all q. For nonzero fields
the Heisenberg ferromagnet described by Eq. (1) has no
phase transition. This means, χ+−q has to be finite at all
q. We require this regularity to hold also for the static
Green functions with n = 1, ..., 2S− 1. That is, in region
I we require A
(n)
q2 = 0 with q given by Eq. (16). This
results in the regularity conditions,
hM (n)+− = z{2C(n)zz10 + C(n)−+10 +
(1− δn,0)
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
(−1)k[S(S + 1)(δk,n〈Sz〉+
(1− δk,n)C(n−k−1)zz10 ) + C(n−k)zz10 − C(n−k+1)zz10 ]}g0.
(17)
Note that Eq. (17) for S = 1/2 agrees with the condition
given in Ref. 18 which is obtained from an analyticity ar-
gument and is written as an expression for 〈Sz〉. In the
limit T →∞, the field h0 separating the regions I and II
may be easily obtained. For T → ∞ we have spin rota-
tional symmetry so that 〈(Sz)2〉 = 12C
(0)−+
00 . By Eq. (6)
with lim
T→∞
〈Sz〉 = 0 we get 〈(Sz)2〉 = 13S(S + 1) result-
ing in ∆+− = 43S(S + 1) and (ω
+−
q )
2 = z2∆
+−(1 − γq).
From ω+−q = h and g0 = 2 we get lim
T→∞
h0(T ) =
2
√
zS(S + 1)/3. Following Ref. 18, we assume the con-
ditions (17) to be valid also in region II. This guarantees
the continuity of all quantities at the boundary h0(T ).
From the Green functions (12) and (13) the
transverse correlators C
(n)−+
R = (1/N)
∑
q
C(n)−+q e
iqR
and C˜
(n)−+
R = (1/N)
∑
q
C˜(n)−+q e
iqR with the struc-
ture factors C
(n)−+
q = 〈S(n)−−q S+q 〉 and C˜(n)−+q =
〈S(n)−−q iS˙+q 〉 are calculated by the spectral theorem,
C(n)−+q =
∑
i=1,2
A
(n)
qi n(ωqi),
C˜(n)−+q =
∑
i=1,2
ωqiA
(n)
qi n(ωqi),
(18)
where n(ω) = (eβω − 1)−1 and β = 1/T .
Now we derive some useful sum rules. Using
〈S(n)−i S+i 〉 = 〈(Szi )nS−i S+i 〉 obtained from Eq. (6) multi-
plied by (Szi )
n (n = 0, 1, ..., 2S − 1) and Eq. (18) we get
the relation
S(S + 1)〈(Sz)n〉 − 〈(Sz)n+1〉 − 〈(Sz)n+2〉
=
1
N
∑
q
∑
i=1,2
A
(n)
qi n(ωqi). (19)
By the identity
S∏
m=−S
(Szi −m) = 0 one can express
(Szi )
2S+1 appearing in Eq. (19) for n = 2S − 1 in terms
of lower powers of Szi (Refs. 16 and 25),
(Szi )
2S+1 =
2S∑
k=0
α
(S)
k (S
z
i )
k, (20)
where the coefficients α
(S)
k are given in Ref. 25. From
the system of the 2S equations (19) we can determine
the magnetization m = −2µB〈Sz〉.
Similarly, in the second-order theory higher-derivative
sum rules may be derived which, for nonzero fields, pro-
vide 2S additional equations for determining the ver-
tex parameters and some longitudinal correlators (see
below). Multiplying S
(n)−
i by iS˙
+
i =
∑
j(n.n.i)
(Szj S
+
i −
S+j S
z
i ) + hS
+
i and using Eqs. (13), (14), (18) and (6)
we obtain
z{S(S + 1)[δn,0〈Sz〉+ (1− δn,0)C(n−1)zz10 ]
−C(n)zz10 − C(n+1)zz10 − C(n)−+10 − C(n+1)−+10 }
= − 1
N
∑
q
∑
i=1,2
(−1)iω+−qi A(n)qi n(ωqi). (21)
The correlator C
(n+1)zz
10 for n = 2S−1 may be expressed
in terms of 〈Sz〉 and C(n)zz10 with n 6 2S− 1 by Eq. (20).
Equally, C
(2S)−+
10 can be written in terms of C
(n)−+
10 (n 6
2S − 1) by the identity25
S−i (S
z
i )
2S = S−i
2S−1∑
k=0
δ
(S,1)
k (S
z
i )
k, (22)
4where the coefficients δ
(S,1)
k are given in Ref. 25. The
product (Szi )
2SS−i appearing in C
(2S)−+
10 can be deduced
from Eq. (22) by the commutation relations for spin op-
erators. The sum rule (21) for n = 0 also follows from
the exact representation of the internal energy per site,
u = 〈H〉/N = − z2 (C
(0)−+
10 + C
(0)zz
10 )− h〈Sz〉, in terms of
〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ω which can be derived similarly as in Ref. 26
for S = 1/2,
u = −z
2
[S(S + 1)〈Sz〉 − C(1)zz10 − C(1)−+10 ]− h〈Sz〉
− 1
N
∑
q
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pi
(ω − h)Im〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ωn(ω), (23)
if the result (12) for 〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ω (n = 0) is inserted into
Eq. (23).
To calculate the longitudinal spin correlation functions
C
(0)zz
R from the Green function 〈〈Szq ;Sz−q〉〉ω = −χzzq (ω),
where χzzq (ω) is the longitudinal dynamic spin suscepti-
bility, we start from the equations of motion analogous
to Eqs. (2) and (3) and perform a second-order decou-
pling which is equivalent to the projection method with
the basis (Szq , iS˙
z
q) neglecting the self-energy, as indi-
cated in our previous papers.17,20 In −S¨zi we adopt the
decouplings17,19,20 analogous to Eqs. (7) and (8),
Szi S
+
j S
−
l = α
zz
1 〈S+j S−l 〉Szi , (24)
S+i S
z
j S
−
l = α
zz
2 〈S+i S−l 〉Szj , (25)
where 〈i, j, l〉 form NN sequences, and
S−i S
z
j S
+
j = λ
zz〈S−i S+j 〉Szj . (26)
We obtain
χzzq (ω) = −
Mzzq
ω2 − (ωzzq )2
(27)
with Mzzq = 〈[iS˙zq , Sz−q]〉 given by
Mzzq = zC
(0)−+
10 (1− γq) (28)
and
(ωzzq )
2 =
z
2
(1− γq){∆zz + 2zαzz1 C(0)−+10 (1− γq)}, (29)
∆zz = 2{S(S + 1)− 〈(Sz)2〉
+ [λzz − (z + 1)αzz1 ]C(0)−+10
+ αzz2 [(z − 2)C(0)−+11 + C(0)−+20 ]}. (30)
As for the transverse correlations [cf. Eq. (11)], in the
case S = 1/2 we have λzz = 0. The correlation functions
C
(0)zz
R are calculated from
17
C
(0)zz
R =
1
N
∑
q( 6=0)
Czzq e
iqR + 〈Sz〉2 (31)
with
Czzq =
Mzzq
2ωzzq
[1 + 2n(ωzzq )]. (32)
Let us consider the magnetic susceptibility χ = 4µ2BχS
with χS = ∂〈Sz〉/∂h, which we denote by isothermal
susceptibility, and its relation to the Kubo susceptibility
(27). From the first and the second derivatives of the
partition function with respect to h we obtain the exact
relation
χS =
1
T
∑
R
C¯
(0)zz
R =
1
T
C¯zzq=0, (33)
where C¯
(0)zz
R = C
(0)zz
R −〈Sz〉2, and the Fourier transform
reads C¯zzq = C
zz
q −N〈Sz〉2δq,0. By Eqs. (27) and (32) the
uniform static Kubo susceptibility χzz0 = lim
q→0
lim
ω→0
χzzq (ω)
may be expressed as χzz0 =
1
T limq→0
Czzq =
1
T limq→0
C¯zzq =
1
T C¯
zz
q=0. That is, within our theory the isothermal and
Kubo susceptibilities agree at arbitrary fields and tem-
peratures. Using Eqs. (27) to (29) we have
∂〈Sz〉
∂h
=
2C
(0)−+
10
∆zz
. (34)
The equality (34) is an additional equation for determin-
ing the parameters of the theory.
Considering the ground state, at T = 0 we have the
exact results
C
(n)−+
R (0) = 0, C
(n)zz
R (0) = S
2+n, 〈(Sz)n〉(0) = Sn.
(35)
The regularity conditions (17) read as g0 = h/zS. From
g0 = 2 the field h0(0) is given by h0(0) = 2zS. Taking g0
from Eq. (16) we get the equation ∆+− = 2(1−α+−1 )hS.
This equation can be fulfilled only, if α+−1 (0) = 1 and
∆+−(0) = 0, because in the ground state of the fer-
romagnet at h 6= 0 all quantities do not depend on h.
Taking ∆+− from Eq. (11) we get the parameter rela-
tion λ+−(0) + (z − 1)α+−2 (0) = z − 1/2S. For S = 1/2
(λ+− = 0) we have α+−2 (0) = 1. Concerning the zero-
temperature values of αzz1 and ∆
zz, they can be deter-
mined only in the limit T → 0, since Eqs. (31) and (32)
for C
(0)zz
R contain M
zz
q with limT→0M
zz
q = 0.
To evaluate the thermodynamic properties for arbi-
trary spin, the transverse correlatorsC
(n)−+
10 , the longitu-
dinal correlators (〈(Sz)n+1〉, C(n)zz10 ), and the parameters
ανµ1 and ∆
νµ (µν = −+, zz) have to be determined as
solutions of a coupled system of self-consistency equa-
tions for arbitrary temperatures and fields. Note that
for S > 1/2 the parameters ανµ2 and λ
νµ have not to be
calculated separately, because they only appear in the
combination given by ∆νµ. The correlation functions
C
(n)−+
10 are calculated from the Green functions accord-
ing to Eqs. (18). To determine the 4(S + 1) quantities
〈(Sz)n+1〉 and C(n)zz10 with n = 0, ..., 2S − 1, ανµ1 , and
5∆νµ, we have 6S + 3 equations, namely the regularity
conditions (17), the sum rules (19) and (21), Eqs. (31)
for 〈(Sz)2〉 and C(0)zz10 , and the equality (34). That is,
for S > 1/2 we have 2S − 1 more equations than quan-
tities to be determined. To obtain a closed system of
self-consistency equations for S > 1/2, i.e. to reduce the
number of equations (in addition to those for C
(n)−+
10 )
to 4(S + 1), we consider two choices. First we take into
account the higher-derivative sum rule (21) with n = 0
only. As revealed by numerical evaluations, the specific
heat of the 1D model strongly deviates from the QMC
data for S = 1, and for S > 1 it even becomes nega-
tive at low fields and temperatures. Therefore, we adopt
another choice, which yields a good agreement of all ther-
modynamic quantities with the QMC data for S = 1 and
which is used for S > 1 throughout the paper. Namely,
we take into account the higher sum rules (21) with n = 0
and with n = 1 instead of Eq. (31) for C
(0)zz
10 . To jus-
tify this choice within the theory itself, the correlator
C
(0)zz
10 resulting from the closed system of equations is
compared with C
(0)zz
10 calculated by Eq. (31). For ex-
ample, in the 1D S = 1 model at the fields h = 0.05
and 0.1 the deviation is found to be less than 2% at all
temperatures except for the region 0.1 . T . 1, where
the maximal deviation is about 9% for T ≃ 0.3 and 0.4,
respectively. From the solution of the self-consistency
equations in region I and from Eq. (16) with g0 = 2 the
boundary between regions I and II, h0(T ), is determined.
In Fig. 1, h0(T ) is plotted for S = 1/2 and S = 1. Note
that in experiments realistic values of temperature and
field lie in region I. Therefore, below nearly all results are
presented in this region, and only some results for high
enough temperatures and fields in region II are shown in
Fig. 7.
Let us finally make some comments on the evaluation
of the theory for different spin values.
0 2 4 6 8
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FIG. 1: Boundary h0(T ) in the h−T plane separating region
I, h < h0(T ), where the equality ω
+−
q = h [cf. Eq. (14)] may
be fulfilled, from region II, h > h0(T ), where h > ω
+−
q for all
q.
(i) S = 12 : Using the identities (S
z
i )
2 = 1/4 and Szi S
−
i =
− 12S−i (cf. Eq. (22)) the sum rules (19) and (21) for
n = 0 simplify, where the higher sum rule (21) reduces
to
z
(
1
2
〈Sz〉 − C10
)
= − 1
N
∑
q,i
(−1)iω+−qi A(0)qi n(ωqi). (36)
Note that this sum rule may be also obtained from the
exact representation (23) of the internal energy which in
the case S = 1/2 becomes (cf. Ref. 17)
u = −z
8
− h
2
− 1
N
∑
q
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2pi
(εq + ω)Im〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ωn(ω) (37)
with εq = z(1 − γq)/2 + h, if 〈〈S+q ;S−−q〉〉ω given by
Eq. (12) for n = 0 is inserted into Eq. (37). The spec-
tra ω+−q and ω
zz
q are given by Eqs. (10), (11), (29), and
(30) with λ+− = 0 and λzz = 0. We have to solve a
closed system of coupled self-consistency equations for
the seven quantities 〈Sz〉, C(0)µν10 , ανµ1 , and ∆νµ (or
ανµ2 ). Note that in previous approaches
17,18 the simpli-
fied choice ανµ2 = α
νµ
1 is taken disregarding the equality
(34) and not using either the condition (17) (Ref. 17) or
the higher sum rule (36) (Ref. 18).
(ii) S > 1: Let us specify the identities (20) and (22)
which are used to reduce the sum rules (19) and (21) for
n = 2S − 1, respectively, for S = 1 and S = 3/2. For
S = 1 we have (Szi )
3 = Szi and (S
z
i )
2S−i = −Szi S−i ,
and for S = 3/2 we get (Szi )
4 = 52 (S
z
i )
2 − 916 and
(Szi )
3S−i = − 32 (Szi )2S−i + 14Szi S−i + 38S−i . For S = 1
a closed system of coupled self-consistency equations for
the ten quantities 〈Sz〉, 〈(Sz)2〉, C(0)µν10 , C(1)µν10 , ανµ1 , and
∆νµ has to be solved.
In the case h = 0 we have 〈Sz〉 = 0, and the correla-
tors for n = 0 only are needed. The spin-rotation sym-
metry, implying C
(0)−+
R = 2C
(0)zz
R = CR, is preserved
by the second-order theory with α+−1,2 = α
zz
1,2 ≡ α1,2 and
λ+− = λzz ≡ λ. Using 〈(Sz)2〉 = 13S(S + 1) following
from Eq. (6), the Eqs. (10), (11), (29), and (30) yield the
spectrum ω+−q = ω
zz
q ≡ ωq given by
ω2q =
z
2
(1− γq){∆+ 2zα1C10(1 − γq)} (38)
with
∆ =
4
3
S(S + 1) + 2{λ− (z + 1)α1}C10
+ 2α2{(z − 2)C11 + C20}, (39)
which agrees with the result of Ref. 19, if we put α2 = α1.
The susceptibility χS = χ
zz
0 resulting from Eq. (34)
is given by χS = 2C10/∆. The correlators C
(0)zz
R are
calculated from Eqs. (31) and (32) with 〈Sz〉2 replaced
6by Czz ≡ 1
N
∑
R
C
(0)zz
R (see Refs. 21, 23), where the con-
densation part Czz describes long-range order (LRO). At
T = 0 we have the exact result C
(0)zz
R6=0 =
1
3S
2. The ferro-
magnetic LRO is reflected in the divergence of χS , so that
∆(0) = 43S(S +1)+
4
3S
2{λ− (z + 1)α1 + (z − 1)α2} = 0
and ωq = z
√
2α1/3S(1 − γq). Then, by Eq. (31) we
get C
(0)zz
R (0) = S/
√
6α1δR,0 + C
zz resulting in the sum
rule [R = 0, cf. Eq. (6)] 13S(S + 1) = S/
√
6α1 + C
zz,
and in Czz = 13S
2 (R 6= 0). Finally, at T = 0 we obtain
α1(0) = 3/2 and λ(0)+(z−1)α2(0) = 12 (3z+1)−1/S. For
S = 1/2 (λ = 0) we have α2(0) = α1(0) = 3/2. At finite
temperatures there is no LRO in the 1D and 2D systems
implying Czz = 0. The higher sum rule (21) for n = 0 or,
equivalently, Eq. (23) turns out to be trivially fulfilled.
Therefore, following Ref. 19, we put α2 = α1 ≡ α and
λ(T ) = λ(0) = 2−1/S and determine α(T ) from the sum
rule C
(0)zz
0 =
1
3S(S + 1).
III. QUANTUM MONTE CARLO
SIMULATIONS
In order to assess the accuracy of the approxima-
tions employed in the Green-function theory presented
in the previous section we perform QMC simulations.
The Heisenberg ferromagnets with S = 1/2 and S = 1
placed on chains or square lattices with periodic bound-
ary conditions are simulated using the stochastic series
expansion (SSE) method,27,28 which utilizes the high-
temperature series expansion
Z = Tr e−βH =
∑
α
∞∑
n=0
βn
n!
〈α| (−H)n |α〉 , (40)
where the first sum is over a complete set of states |α〉,
usually taken as the eigenvectors of the Szi operator.
By decomposing the Hamiltonian into diagonal and off-
diagonal bond operators, introducing constant unit op-
erators to assure positivity, and reexpanding (40), one fi-
nally ends up with a non-local loop representation which
allows very efficient sampling.27,28 To minimize the ef-
fect of self-crossing and back-tracking, the directed loop-
updating scheme is employed.
After initial thermalization with about 106 Monte
Carlo steps, the measurements are made after each step.
During the simulation, the energy, magnetization, and
correlation functions are measured and stored in a time
series file, from which the specific heat and magnetic
susceptibility can be computed using the fluctuation-
dissipation relation. The correlation lengths are ex-
tracted from the exponential falloff of the correlation
functions and for comparison also by means of the
second-moment method.29 Only for correlations smaller
than one lattice spacing, small systematic deviations are
visible. All those observables can be easily expressed by
states of the spins on the lattice and the number and
types of operators.30 The whole simulation usually takes
of the order of 107 Monte Carlo steps. The statistical
error bars are estimated by the Jackknife method.31
The results presented in this paper are generated for
S = 1/2 chains of length up to L = 1024 and for S = 1
up to L = 64. In two dimensions we simulate square
lattices of edge length up to L = 64. By comparing
the results for different lattice sizes we made sure that
for the investigated range of temperatures and fields, the
thermodynamic limit of the considered observables lies
within the statistical error bars of the numerical results.
IV. RESULTS
As described in Sec. II, the quantities of the Green-
function theory determining the thermodynamic prop-
erties have to be calculated numerically as solutions of
a coupled system of non-linear algebraic self-consistency
equations. To this end, we use Broyden’s method32 which
yields the solutions with a relative error of about 10−7
on the average, where the numerical error increases with
decreasing field and temperature. The momentum inte-
grals occurring in the self-consistency equations are done
by Gaussian integration. Considering the S = 1/2 fer-
romagnet, in Refs. 17 and 18 the thermodynamic quan-
tities, except for the transverse and longitudinal correla-
tion lengths, are calculated. Therefore, we present only
some results for S = 1/2 (see Figs. 3, 7, and 15) which
visibly improve those of Ref. 17.
A. Magnetic susceptibility
Let us first consider the susceptibility χS in the case
h = 0, χS = 2C10/∆ ( see Sec. II). In one dimension,
the low-temperature expansion yields lim
T→0
χST
2 =
2
3
S4
(Ref. 19). Note that this result agrees with that ob-
tained by the modified spin-wave theory (MSWT).33
For S = 1/2 we have lim
T→0
χST
2 = 0.041667 which is
in very good agreement with the Bethe-ansatz value
lim
T→0
χST
2 = 0.041675 (Ref. 34). On the other hand, pre-
vious QMC simulations by Handscomb’s method on an
N = 256 chain combined with a renormalization-group
approach35 yield lim
T→0
χST
2 = 0.0329 (note that χ plot-
ted in Ref. 35 and defined in Ref. 36 is related to χS by
χ = 3χS/S
2). To resolve the discrepancy between the
QMC results of Ref. 35 and the Bethe-ansatz value, we
perform QMC simulations for chains up to N = 1024
sites. The results at very low temperatures are shown
in Fig. 2 (taking the same plot as in Ref. 35) and com-
pared with the Bethe-ansatz data,34 the QMC data of
Ref. 35, and with the Green-function theory. Above a
characteristic temperature, which decreases with increas-
ing chain length, our QMC data agree very well with the
Bethe-ansatz results. On the contrary, the QMC results
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FIG. 2: Zero-field susceptibility of the 1D S = 1/2 ferromag-
net. The results of the Green-function theory (solid line) and
the QMC data (+ : L = 256, × : L = 1024) are compared
with the QMC data of Ref. 35 () and the Bethe-ansatz re-
sults of Ref. 34 (◦). In the inset the finite-size scaling of
the zero-temperature limit of χST
2 calculated by QMC is de-
picted. The dashed line shows the least-square fit of the data
by a linear dependence.
of Ref. 35 for χST
2 are lower than ours by 4% on the av-
erage. To determine the limit lim
T→0
χST
2 from our QMC
data, we perform a finite-size scaling analysis. To this
end, for each chain length we linearly extrapolate the
low-temperature linear part of the curve χST
2 to T = 0
and fit the limiting values as function of 1/N by a linear
dependence (see inset of Fig. 2). The extrapolation to
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FIG. 3: Susceptibility of the 1D S = 1/2 ferromagnet at
h = 0.005 and 0.05, from top to bottom, where the results
of the Green-function theory (solid lines) and of the Green-
function method of Ref. 18 (dashed lines), the QMC data
(filled symbols, L = 128), and the Bethe-ansatz results of
Ref. 17 (open symbols) are shown. In the inset the 1D mag-
netization at h = 0.005 and 0.05, from bottom to top, is
depicted.
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FIG. 4: Magnetization of the (a) 1D and (b) 2D S =
1 ferromagnet in magnetic fields of strengths (a) h =
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0, from bottom to top and (b)
h = 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0, from bottom to top,
as obtained by the Green-function theory (solid lines) and
the QMC method for L = 64 (•), compared with RPA results
(dashed lines).
1/N = 0 yields lim
N→∞
lim
T→0
χST
2 = 0.0413± 0.0005 which
agrees, within the given statistical error, with the Bethe-
ansatz value.
The 2D zero-field susceptibility in the second-order
Green-function theory increases exponentially for T →
0, χS ∝ exp(2piS2/T ) (Ref. 19), where the exponent
is smaller by a factor of two as compared with that
found in the MSWT33 and in the renormalization-group
approach.36
Now we consider nonzero fields and calculate the sus-
ceptibility χS = ∂〈Sz〉/∂h. First we show the magnetiza-
tion. For S = 1/2, as an example, 〈Sz〉 in the 1D model
is depicted in the inset of Fig. 3. For the S = 1 ferromag-
net our analytical and QMC results in comparison with
the RPA are plotted in Fig. 4. Let us emphasize the ex-
cellent agreement of the theory for the chain (Fig. 4(a))
with the QMC data over the whole temperature and field
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FIG. 5: Susceptibility of the 1D S = 1 ferromagnet (a) at low
fields, h = 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05, from top to bottom, and
(b) at higher fields, h = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0, from top
to bottom, where the Green-function (solid lines), the QMC
(•, L = 64), and the RPA results (dashed lines) are shown.
regions. For the 1D ferromagnet the RPA is a remark-
ably good approximation for 〈Sz〉, as was also found in
the case S = 1/2.17 In two dimensions (Fig. 4(b)), as
compared with the QMC data, the results of our theory
at higher temperatures are somewhat worse than those
of the RPA. This is in contrast to the 2D S = 1/2 ferro-
magnet for which we obtain slightly better results than
the RPA at all temperatures and fields (improving our
previous findings17).
The susceptibility for h 6= 0 vanishes at T = 0. There-
fore, χS(T ) has a maximum at T
χ
m, where T
χ
m increases
and the height of the susceptibility maximum χS(T
χ
m) de-
creases with increasing field. For S = 1/2, in Fig. 3 the
low-field susceptibility in the 1D model is shown, where
for h = 0.005 a better agreement of the theory with the
Bethe-ansatz results is found than in Ref. 17. Note that
our QMC data are in a very good agreement with the
Bethe results. For comparison, in Fig. 3 the susceptibil-
ity in the simplified approach with ανµ2 = α
νµ
1 (Ref. 18),
where the equality (34) is disregarded and the regular-
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FIG. 6: Susceptibility of the 2D S = 1 ferromagnet (a) at
very low fields, h = 0.005 and 0.01, from top to bottom, and
(b) at higher fields, h = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0, from top to
bottom, obtained by the Green-function theory (solid lines),
QMC for L = 64 (filled symbols), and RPA (dashed lines).
ity condition (17) is used instead of the higher sum rule
(36), is plotted as well. It is remarkable that χS in this
approach is in a better agreement with the exact meth-
ods than the susceptibility in our extended theory with
ανµ2 6= ανµ1 . However, considering the correlation length
the situation changes qualitatively (see below). For S = 1
the susceptibility is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. In one di-
mension (Fig. 5), the good agreement between Green-
function theory and QMC corresponds to the results de-
picted in Fig. 4(a). As compared with the QMC data for
the 2D model (Fig. 6), in RPA the maximum position
T χm is somewhat better reproduced than in our theory.
To analyze the field dependence of T χm and χS(T
χ
m) in
more detail as in our previous paper,17 the calculations
are extended to a much broader field region, 0.001 6 h 6
10. As can be seen in Fig. 7(a), at low fields the theory
may be well fitted by the power law
T χm = ah
γ , (41)
where the field regions and the values of a and γ are
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FIG. 7: Field dependence of the (a) position and (b) height of
the susceptibility maximum obtained by the Green-function
theory for the S = 1/2 (•) and S = 1 (◦) ferromagnets and fit
by power laws (solid lines) in comparison with the QMC data
(+, S = 1, L = 64). The inset shows the fit of Tχm at high
fields by a linear dependence. For clarity, χS(T
χ
m) is plotted
for S = 1 only.
given in Table I. Let us point out that the theory for
the 1D S = 1/2 model is in reasonable agreement with
the Bethe-ansatz result at h 6 0.1,17 a = 0.765 and
γ = 0.576. In the high-field region, T χm obeys a linear
dependence (cf. inset of Fig. 7(a)),
T χm = a˜h+ b˜ (42)
with a˜ and b˜ given in Table I. Note that the linear law
(42) was not found in Ref. 17. Our results for the max-
imum height χS(T
χ
m) as a function of h may be well de-
scribed in the whole field region 0.001 6 h 6 10.0 (see
Fig. 7(b)) by the power law
χS(T
χ
m) = bh
β, (43)
where the coefficients are given in Table II. The values
of b and β for S = 1/2 slightly deviate (by about 5%
on the average) from those found previously.17 Again,
TABLE I: Validity regions (h) and coefficients of the power
laws (41) and (42) for the susceptibility of the 1D and 2D
S = 1/2 and S = 1 ferromagnets.
S = 1/2 S = 1
1D 2D 1D 2D
h 0.001 − 1.0 0.001 − 0.1 0.001 − 2.0 0.001 − 0.1
a 1.013 1.149 1.823 2.433
γ 0.596 0.192 0.565 0.144
h 1.0− 10.0 1.0− 10.0 2.0− 10.0 2.0 − 10.0
a˜ 0.661 0.666 0.917 0.929
b˜ 0.443 0.961 1.136 2.494
TABLE II: Coefficients of the power law (43) for the suscep-
tibility of the 1D and 2D S = 1/2 and S = 1 ferromagnets in
the field region 0.001 6 h 6 10.0
.
S = 1/2 S = 1
1D 2D 1D 2D
b 0.192 0.166 0.362 0.305
β −0.925 −0.850 −0.941 −0.867
our theory for S = 1/2 is in reasonable agreement with
the 1D Bethe-ansatz result at h 6 0.1, b = 0.208 and
β = −0.952 (Ref. 17).
For comparison, we consider the power-law behavior
in RPA. We find the RPA results in the low- and high-
field regions to be well fitted by the laws (41)-(43), where
the coefficients are in good agreement with the values
given in Tables I and II. More precisely, for the 1D
and 2D S = 1/2 and S = 1 models the average de-
viations of the coefficients in the laws (41), (42), and
(43) amount to about 6%, 3%, and 2%, respectively. For
example, considering the S = 1/2 ferromagnet in high
fields, 2 6 h 6 10, we obtain the linear dependence (42)
for the 1D (2D) case with a˜ = 0.657 (0.661) and b˜ = 0.496
(1.015) which yields a better fit than the power law (41).
Recently, in Ref. 37 such a law was given for the 1D (2D)
model in the region 3 (4.4) 6 h 6 6.5. Even in this lim-
ited field region, we find the fit by the linear law (42) to
be slightly better than the fit by the power law (41) (see
Ref. 37).
B. Correlation length
To obtain the transverse and longitudinal correlation
lengths ξ+− and ξzz we consider the long-distance cor-
relators C
(0)−+
R and C¯
(0)zz
R ≡ C(0)zzR − 〈Sz〉2 with C(0)zzR
calculated by Eq. (31), respectively. Note that the tem-
perature dependence of both C
(0)−+
R and C¯
(0)zz
R exhibits
10
a maximum, because the correlators vanish at T = 0,
following from Eqs. (31) and (35), and for T → ∞. By
the asymptotic ansatz
C
(0)−+
R = A
+− exp(−R/ξ+−), (44)
C¯
(0)zz
R = A
zz exp(−R/ξzz), (45)
and the logarithmic plot of the correlators as functions
of R = |R| the inverse correlation lengths are evaluated
numerically from linear fits.
In the literature, often the correlation length is deter-
mined from the expansion of the static spin susceptibility
around the magnetic wavevector (see, e.g., Refs. 23, 21,
and 20). In the ferromagnetic case we expand the static
susceptibilities χ+−q (resulting from Eqs. (10)-(12), (14),
and (15)) and χzzq (given by Eqs. (27)-(29)) around q = 0,
χνµq = χ
νµ
0 /[1 + (ξ
νµ
χ )
2q2] (νµ = +−, zz). We obtain
ξ+−χ =
√
α+−1 〈Sz〉/h (46)
and
ξzzχ =
√
2αzz1 C
(0)−+
10 /∆
zz . (47)
Deriving Eq. (46) the regularity condition (17) for n = 0,
which reads as h〈Sz〉 = zC10g0, and Eq. (16), yielding
the relation ∆+− = 2h(C10/〈Sz〉 − α+−1 〈Sz〉), have been
used. Let us point out that the correlation lengths ξνµχ
generally deviate from ξνµ defined by Eqs. (44) and (45).
First we consider the correlation length in zero field,
where ξ+− = ξzz ≡ ξ. In one dimension, the low-
temperature expansion yields limT→0 ξT = S
2 (Ref. 19)
which agrees with the MSWT result33 and, for S =
1/2, with the result obtained by the thermal Bethe-
ansatz method of Ref. 38. The renormalization-group ap-
proach of Ref. 35 combined with QMC simulations yields
limT→0 ξT = 1.14S
2. In Fig. 8 the zero-field correlation
length of the 1D ferromagnet is shown. Let us stress the
very good agreement of our QMC data for S = 1/2 with
the Bethe-ansatz results of Ref. 38. Even on the finer
scale of the inset, deviations are almost invisible. For
comparison, also the QMC data of Ref. 35 and a one-
parameter fit are given in the inset. Moreover, we obtain
a good agreement of the Green-function theory, where
ξ is calculated from the definition (44), with our QMC
data. In addition to ξ, in Fig. 8 the correlation length ξχ
calculated for S = 1/2 and S = 1 by Eq. (47) [αzz1 = α,
C
(0)−+
10 = C10, ∆
zz = ∆ given by Eq. (39)] is plotted.
For T . 0.25, i.e. ξ > 1, ξχ nearly coincides with ξ.
With increasing temperature, i.e., with decreasing ξ < 1,
the deviation of ξχ from ξ appreciably increases. In the
high-temperature limit we get ξ−1χ = {3T/S(S + 1)}1/2
resulting from C10 = 2[S(S + 1)]
2/9T (Ref. 19). In the
following we plot ξχ in such cases only, where ξχ remark-
ably deviates from ξ.
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FIG. 8: Zero-field correlation length of the 1D ferromagnet
with S = 1/2 obtained by the Green-function theory (solid
lines) and by QMC simulations (×, L = 32) and with S = 1
resulting from the theory (long-dashed line). For comparison,
the correlation length ξχ determined from the expansion of
the static susceptibility around q = 0 is plotted for S = 1/2
(dotdashed line) and S = 1 (dotted line). The results for
S = 1/2 are compared with the Bethe-ansatz data (◦) of
Ref. 38 and with the QMC data of Ref. 35 (•) depicted in the
inset together with a one-parameter fit (short-dashed line).
In two dimensions, the zero-field correlation length in
the second-order Green-function theory increases expo-
nentially for T → 0, ξ ∝ exp(piS2/T ) (Ref. 19). As is
the case for the magnetic susceptibility, the exponent is
smaller by a factor of two as compared with the MSWT33
and the renormalization-group approach.36
For h 6= 0 the transverse and longitudinal correlation
lengths reveal qualitatively different temperature depen-
dences. Considering the transverse correlation length
ξ+− shown in Fig. 9, the magnetic field cuts off the diver-
gence of the zero-field correlation length at T = 0 which
corresponds to the absence of a phase transition and is
evident from Eq. (46), ξ+−χ (T = 0) =
√
S/h agreeing
with the RPA result (A.4) derived in the Appendix. As
can be seen in the inset of Fig. 9(a), in the 1D S = 1/2
model we obtain a good agreement of our analytical re-
sults for T = 0.4 and h 6 1.2 with the Bethe-ansatz data
of Ref. 39. However, the comparison of the theory with
the available Bethe data for T = 0.4 and fields up to
h = 4 and for T = 0.2 (Ref. 39) is hampered by numeri-
cal uncertainties resulting from too small values of ∆+−.
Note the remarkably good agreement of ξ+− with the
RPA results (see inset). Concerning the dimensional de-
pendence, in contrast to the case h = 0, ξ+− in one and
two dimensions exhibits qualitatively the same behavior
as T → 0. In the 2D model [Fig. 9(b)], the deviation
of ξ+−χ from ξ
+− increases with decreasing temperature,
i.e., with increasing ξ+− > 1 which is clearly seen at
h = 0.01 and is opposite to the behavior in the h = 0
case.
In Fig. 10 the longitudinal correlation length of the 1D
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FIG. 9: Transverse correlation length of the (a) 1D and (b)
2D ferromagnet with S = 1/2 (solid lines) and S = 1 (dashed
lines) in the fields h = 0.01 and 0.1, from top to bottom. In
the 2D case at h = 0.01, the correlation length ξ+−χ calculated
from the static susceptibility is shown for S = 1/2 (dotdashed
line) and S = 1 (dotted line). In the inset the results of the
Green-function theory are compared with the Bethe-ansatz
data of Ref. 39 (◦) and the RPA (dotted line).
ferromagnet is shown, where the QMC data are found
to be in a fair agreement with our theory. This refers,
in particular, to the S = 1/2 model, where our results
obtained by the simplified approach of Ref. 18 are plot-
ted as well. Considering h = 0.05, at low tempera-
tures those results remarkably deviate from the QMC
data and our extended theory with ανµ2 6= ανµ1 . In con-
trast to ξ+−, the behavior of ξzz as T → 0 is not con-
clusive which is due to numerical uncertainties at low
temperatures, where the long-distance correlators C¯
(0)zz
R
needed to calculate ξzz are very small. For example,
for S = 1/2 and strong fields [see inset of Fig. 10(a)]
the relevant correlators in the temperature region, where
results are not given, are smaller than about 10−10 to
10−14. Moreover, for S = 1 the results of the theory
are reliable only at T > T0 ≃ 0.1 and 0.3 for h = 0.05
and 0.1, respectively [see Fig. 10(b)]. At T < T0, the
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FIG. 10: Longitudinal correlation length of the 1D ferromag-
net with (a) S = 1/2 and (b) S = 1 in the fields (a) h = 0.005
and 0.05 and (b) h = 0.05 and 0.1, from top to bottom, calcu-
lated by the Green-function (solid lines) and QMC methods
(×, ◦; L = 32 and •, +; L = 32) and, for S = 1/2, by the
method of Ref. 18 (dotdashed lines). The inset exhibits the
results for S = 1/2 at the strong fields h = 1, 3, and 5, from
top to bottom, in comparison with the correlation length ξzzχ
(dashed lines) obtained from the static susceptibility.
relevant correlators, being smaller than about 10−4, re-
veal an unreasonable behavior. This may be ascribed to
our choice of a closed system of self-consistency equa-
tions for S > 1/2, as described in Sec. II. Whereas the
relative deviation of the NN correlators C
(0)zz
10 resulting
from the self-consistency equations and from Eq. (31) is
small (see Sec. II), the corresponding deviation of the
correlators C¯
(0)zz
10 becomes very large at low tempera-
tures. Depending on the field and spin, the temperature
dependence of ξzz in the 1D ferromagnet reveals a max-
imum at T ξm > 0. This anomaly can be clearly seen in
the 1D S = 1 model at low fields [Fig. 10(b)]. On the
other hand, in the 1D S = 1/2 model the maximum ap-
pears at high fields, h > 0.8 [see inset of Fig. 10(a)].
Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 10, keeping the field
h = 0.05 fixed, the maximum develops with increasing
12
spin. Note that a maximum of ξzz at a finite tempera-
ture is not obtained by the approach of Ref. 18. To our
knowledge, such an anomaly in the correlation length
has not been found before. To get some insight into the
maximum of ξzz , we first suggest that larger correlation
lengths may be connected with larger correlation func-
tions. Correspondingly, we consider the maximum of
C¯
(0)zz
R at T
zz
m (R), where T
zz
m (R) > T
ξ
m. By a detailed
analysis we find T zzm (R) in the limit R → ∞ to coin-
cide with T ξm in all cases, where ξ
zz has a maximum
at T ξm > 0 (see Fig. 10), i.e., limR→∞ T
zz
m (R) = T
ξ
m.
This result is corroborated by the conditions for a max-
imum which may be derived from the ansatz (45). We
get 1R∂ ln C¯
(0)zz
R /∂T =
1
R∂ lnA
zz/∂T + 1ξ∂ ln ξ/∂T . At
T zzm (R) we have
1
ξ∂ ln ξ/∂T = − 1R∂ lnAzz/∂T and, for
R→∞, ∂ξ/∂T = 0. As can be easily verified, the maxi-
mum condition ∂2C¯
(0)zz
R /∂T
2 < 0 results in ∂2ξzz/∂T 2 <
0. To compare the QMC and Green-function methods
yielding the anomaly of ξzz in the 1D S = 1 model
[Fig. 10(b)] in more detail, in Fig. 11 the distance depen-
dence of the corresponding correlator C¯
(0)zz
R at h = 0.05
is depicted. For T = 0.5 a very good agreement of both
methods is found.
In two dimensions, the anomaly of ξzz in the S = 1/2
ferromagnet is more pronounced than in the 1D sys-
tem and appears already at low fields, as can be seen
in Fig. 12. In contrast to the 1D case, both the QMC
data and the Green-function theory clearly reveal a min-
imum in addition to the maximum. Note that the sta-
tistical QMC errors in the interesting temperature re-
gion are smaller than the size of the symbols. Figure 12
demonstrates the qualitative effects of our extended the-
ory (ανµ2 6= ανµ1 ) on the temperature dependence of ξzz
as compared with the simplified approach (ανµ2 = α
νµ
1 ).
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FIG. 11: Correlation function C¯
(0)zz
R = 〈S
z
0S
z
R〉 − 〈S
z〉2 vs
R = |R| for the 1D S = 1 ferromagnet in the field h = 0.05
at T = 0.5 and 1.0, from top to bottom, calculated by the
Green-function theory (open symbols) and by QMC (filled
symbols, L = 32).
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FIG. 12: Longitudinal correlation length of the 2D S = 1/2
ferromagnet at h = 0.05 calculated by the Green-function
theory (solid lines), QMC simulations (•, L = 16), and by
the method of Ref. 18 (dashed lines). In the inset the corre-
sponding magnetization is plotted.
Whereas this approach yields a slightly better agreement
of the magnetization with the QMC data (see inset), it
fails to describe the minimum-maximum anomaly.
Figure 13 shows the field and spin dependence of the
temperature behavior of ξzz in the 2D ferromagnet. As
results from the theory, the anomaly of ξzz becomes more
pronounced with decreasing field and with increasing
spin. Let us point out that our QMC data for h = 0.05
yield a minimum and a maximum of ξzz for both the
0 0.5 1 1.5
T/S(S+1)
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1
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FIG. 13: Longitudinal correlation length of the 2D ferromag-
net with S = 1/2 (solid lines) and S = 1 (dashed lines) in
the fields h = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10, from top to bottom, as
compared with the QMC results at h = 0.05 for S = 1/2 (•,
L = 16) and S = 1 (+, L = 16). The inset shows the correla-
tion function C¯
(0)zz
R = 〈S
z
0S
z
R〉 − 〈S
z〉2 vs R = |R| for the 2D
S = 1/2 ferromagnet in the field h = 0.05 at T = 0.4 and 0.6,
from bottom to top, calculated by the Green-function theory
(open symbols) and by QMC (filled symbols, L = 16).
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S = 1/2 and S = 1 models and give confidence in the
results of the theory. As in the 1D model, the maxi-
mum of ξzz at T ξm is related to the maximum of C¯
(0)zz
R
by limR→∞ T
zz
m (R) = T
ξ
m in all cases shown in Fig. 13.
The minimum of ξzz results from the different tempera-
ture dependences of C¯
(0)zz
R and A
zz in the ansatz (45).
In analogy to Fig. 11, for a more detailed comparison,
the inset exhibits the correlator C¯
(0)zz
R for S = 1/2 and
h = 0.05 as function of the distance. The relative magni-
tude of the correlators at T = 0.4 and 0.6 may be under-
stood by the maximum in the temperature dependence
of C¯
(0)zz
R .
C. Specific heat
Let us first consider the NN spin correlation func-
tions C
(0)−+
10 and C
(0)zz
10 entering the internal energy
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FIG. 14: (a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal nearest-neighbor
two-spin correlation functions of the 1D S = 1 ferromagnet at
the fields h = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0, from left to right,
obtained by the Green-function theory (solid lines), QMC (•,
L = 64), and RPA (dashed lines).
u = − z2 (C
(0)−+
10 + C
(0)zz
10 ) − h〈Sz〉. As an example, for
the 1D S = 1 model they are depicted in Fig. 14, where
we obtain a very good agreement of the analytical results
with the QMC data. On the contrary, the RPA results for
C
(0)−+
10 remarkably exceed the QMC data, and for C
(0)zz
10
the RPA yields negative values being incompatible with
the ferromagnetic SRO.
In Fig. 15 the specific heat C = ∂u/∂T for the 1D S =
1/2 ferromagnet at low fields is plotted. Again, our QMC
data agree very well with the Bethe-ansatz results.17 At
very low magnetic fields, the low-temperature maximum
appearing, in the exact approaches at h . 0.008, in ad-
dition to the high-temperature maximum is much better
described by the theory than we have found in Ref. 17.
In our Green-function theory this maximum appears up
to higher fields, h 6 0.071, and the deviation of the max-
imum position TCm,1 from the Bethe-ansatz and QMC
values in the region 0.001 6 h 6 0.01 is less than 8%.
Considering very low fields, h = 0.001 to 0.01 in steps of
0.001, TCm,1 and the height C(T
C
m,1) are fit by the power
laws
TCm,1 = 0.462 h
0.501, C(TCm,1) = 0.394 h
0.282. (48)
The exponents are in good agreement with the values
of the Bethe-ansatz results,17 TCm,1 = 0.596 h
0.542 and
C(TCm,1) = 0.513 h
0.228. Note that the specific heat in
the 2D model has only one maximum.17
Figure 16 displays the specific heat of the 1D S = 1 fer-
romagnet. At low magnetic fields, 0.007 . h . 0.057, be-
sides the high-temperature maximum, a low-temperature
maximum appears (see Fig. 16(a)). The position TCm,1
of this maximum obtained by the Green-function theory
nearly agrees with the QMC results. As in the S = 1/2
case,17 in RPA a double maximum is not obtained (see
inset of Fig. 16(a)), and the values of the specific heat
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FIG. 15: Specific heat of the 1D S = 1/2 ferromagnet ob-
tained by the Green-function (solid lines) and QMC (filled
symbols, L = 128) methods at low fields, h = 0.005, 0.03, and
0.1, from bottom to top, and compared with the Bethe-ansatz
data of Ref. 17 (open symbols).
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FIG. 16: Specific heat of the 1D S = 1 ferromagnet obtained
by the Green-function theory (solid lines) (a) at low fields,
h = 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05, from bottom to top, with the
QMC results for L = 64 (filled symbols) and (b) at higher
fields, h = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 2.0, from left to right, in
comparison with the QMC results for L = 64 (filled symbols).
The inset shows the RPA data at the fields given in (a), from
top to bottom at T = 0.1.
maximum are much higher than the QMC values which
is ascribed to a poor description of SRO in RPA (see also
Fig. 14). The specific heat of the 1D S = 3/2 ferromagnet
is shown in Fig. 17. There is no low-temperature maxi-
mum, but only a hump at low enough fields. For higher
spins qualitatively the same behavior is found. The spe-
cific heat for the 2D S = 1 ferromagnet is plotted in
Fig. 18. As in the case S = 1/2,17 in two dimensions
only one maximum appears. At small fields the position
of the maximum in the Green-function theory is remark-
ably shifted to higher temperatures as compared with
the QMC data. Note that the RPA curves at low fields
(see upper inset of Fig. 18) exhibit a too large maxi-
mum height, as was also found in the 1D model (inset of
Fig. 16(a)).
From our investigations of the maximum behavior of
the specific heat in dependence on spin and dimension we
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C
FIG. 17: Specific heat of the 1D S = 3/2 ferromagnet calcu-
lated by the Green-function theory at h = 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0,
at T = 1.5 from bottom to top.
conclude that the appearance of two maxima is a distinc-
tive effect of quantum fluctuations which decrease with
increasing spin and dimension. Note that in ferromag-
nets quantum fluctuations occur at nonzero temperatures
only, whereas in antiferromagnets they are important al-
ready at T = 0. The characterization of the occurrence
of two maxima in the temperature dependence of the
specific heat of the Heisenberg ferromagnet as a peculiar
quantum effect is corroborated by recent QMC simula-
tions of the 1D classical Heisenberg model and the 1D
S = 1/2 Ising model in a magnetic field,40 where only
one maximum in the specific heat was found.
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FIG. 18: Specific heat of the 2D S = 1 ferromagnet at h =
0.01 and 0.05, from bottom to top, and, as depicted in the
lower inset, at h = 0.1 and 1.0, from left to right, where the
Green-function (solid lines) and QMC (filled symbols, L = 64)
results are shown. In the upper inset the RPA results for
h = 0.01 and 0.05, from top to bottom, are plotted.
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D. Comparison with experiments
Let us compare our results with experiments on S =
1/2 quasi-1D ferromagnets, where we focus on the pos-
sible observation of two maxima in the temperature de-
pendence of the specific heat as a characteristic feature
of 1D ferromagnets in a magnetic field.
The copper salt TMCuC [(CH3)4NCuCl3] was
shown2,3 to be a good 1D Heisenberg ferromagnet which
is reflected in the small value of the Ne´el temperature
TN = 1.24K for 3D ordering.
3 Determining the exchange
energy J by a least-squares fit of the theory for S = 1/2
to the experimental data for the magnetization as a func-
tion of the magnetic field H at T = 4.1K,2 we obtain
J = 6.18meV and a very good agreement with exper-
iments, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 19. Note
that the value of J lies between the values given in
Ref. 2 (J = 5.17meV) and in Ref. 3 (J = 7.76meV).
According to the QMC and Bethe-ansatz results for
the 1D S = 1/2 ferromagnet, two maxima of the spe-
cific heat occur for h . 0.008 or, using the relation
h = 1.16 × 10−2H [kOe]/J [meV], for H 6 4kOe. In
Fig. 19 the specific heat, as predicted by the theory us-
ing the fit value of J , is plotted. The low-temperature
maximum for H = 2kOe, 3kOe, and 4kOe occurs at
TCm,1 = 2.0K, 2.5K, and 2.9K, respectively. The high-
temperature maximum (not shown in Fig. 19) appears
at about TCm,2 = 37.4K with C(T
C
m,2) = 1.18J/molK for
all fields considered. In the quasi-1D system the anomaly
of the specific heat at TN , which cannot be described by
our theory for a purely 1D system, may mask the low-
temperature maximum, if TCm,1 is not sufficiently larger
than TN . At H = 3kOe (4kOe) we have T
C
m,1/TN = 2.0
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FIG. 19: Specific heat of the copper salt TMCuC (Refs. 2
and 3, Ne´el temperature TN = 1.24K), as predicted by the
theory for the S = 1/2 1D ferromagnet in the magnetic fields
H = 2kOe, 3kOe, and 4kOe, from bottom to top, with J =
6.18 meV obtained from the fit of the reduced magnetization
m¯ = m(H)/m(H = 8.7kOe) at T = 4.1K to experimental
data (◦) shown in the inset.
(2.3). From this we predict that in TMCuC above TN
two maxima in the specific heat at moderate magnetic
fields, H = 3− 4kOe, may be observed.
Considering the quasi-1D organic ferromagnet p-
NPNN (C13H16N3O4) in the γ phase with J =
0.37meV,4,5 where the phase transition at TN = 0.65K
for H = 0 persists up to H = 1.8kOe (TN ≃ 0.5K),
two maxima of the specific heat above TN cannot be ob-
served, because, at h . 0.008, (H . 0.26kOe), we have
TCm,1 . 0.19K < TN . The analogous situation, in which
the low-temperature maximum in the specific heat of the
1D ferromagnet cannot be seen, is found for the following
compounds. Considering the ferromagnetic chains in the
quasi-1Dmagnet β-BBDTA·GaBr4 with J = 0.375meV,6
we have TCm,1 . 0.19K which is lower than the temper-
ature of the specific-heat cusp, TC > 0.4K, caused by
the interchain coupling. For the CuCl2-TMSO (tetram-
ethylsulfoxide) [DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide)] salts with
J = 3.36 [3.88]meV7 we get TCm,1 . 1.7 [1.96]K being
lower than the temperature of the susceptibility maxi-
mum, 3.9 [5.4]K, indicating the influence of the antifer-
romagnetic interchain coupling.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have developed a second-order Green-
function theory for the 1D and 2D Heisenberg ferro-
magnets in a magnetic field which extends our previous
approach17 to arbitrary spins and by the calculation of
the correlation length. In addition, we have performed
QMC simulations of the S = 1/2 and S = 1 models on a
chain up to N = 1024 sites and on a square lattice up to
N = 64×64 using the stochastic series expansion method
with directed loop updates. The approximate analyti-
cal and quasi-exact numerical results turned out to be
in good agreement, in particular for the ferromagnetic
quantum spin chains. Analyzing the field dependence
of the maximum in the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility over a much broader field region
as considered previously17 we have found power laws for
the position and height of the susceptibility maximum.
The transverse and longitudinal correlation lengths were
shown to have qualitatively different temperature depen-
dences. Depending on spin, field, and dimension, the
longitudinal correlation length ξzz reveals an unexpected
anomaly: with increasing temperature, ξzz exhibits a
minimum followed by a maximum. By a detailed inves-
tigation of the specific heat of the Heisenberg chain with
arbitrary spin, two maxima in its temperature depen-
dence at low magnetic fields were detected for S = 1/2
and S = 1, whereas for S > 1 only one maximum ap-
pears, as in the 2D case. The existence of two specific-
heat maxima was identified as a distinctive quantum ef-
fect. The theory was compared with magnetization ex-
periments on the 1D copper salt TMCuC, and predictions
for the temperature dependence of the specific heat, in
particular for the occurrence of two maxima, were made
16
which should be measurable experimentally.
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APPENDIX: RANDOM-PHASE
APPROXIMATION
It is of interest to compare our results for finite mag-
netic fields with the RPA.16 Considering the equation of
motion (2) the Tyablikov decoupling i ˙S+q = ωqS
+
q yields
〈〈S+q ;S(n)−−q 〉〉ω =
M (n)+−
ω − ωq , ωq = z〈S
z〉(1 − γq) + h,
(A.1)
with M (n)+− given by Eq. (4). Comparing the correla-
tion function 〈(Szi )nS−i S+i 〉 resulting from Eq. (A.1) with
the expression obtained by Eq. (6) multiplied by (Szi )
n
and using the identity
S∏
m=−S
(Szi − m) = 0, 〈Sz〉 is ob-
tained as16
〈Sz〉 = {(S − P )(1 + P )2S+1 + (1 + S + P )P 2S+1}
× {(1 + P )2S+1 − P 2S+1}−1, (A.2)
where P = (1/N)
∑
q n(ωq). The transverse two-
spin correlation functions C
(0)−+
R are calculated from
Eq. (A.1) for n = 0 which yields
C
(0)−+
R =
2〈Sz〉
N
∑
q
n(ωq)e
iqR. (A.3)
The transverse correlation length ξ+− is calculated from
the long-distance behavior of Eq. (A.3) according to
Eq. (44). For comparison, the correlation length ξ+−χ
may be obtained from the expansion of the static spin
susceptibility χ+−q around q = 0 (cf. Sec. IVB). We get
ξ+−χ =
√
〈Sz〉
h
. (A.4)
The longitudinal correlation functions C
(0)zz
R6=0 cannot
be obtained by the RPA, except for the NN correla-
tion function C
(0)zz
10 which we evaluate proceeding as
in Ref. 17 for S = 1/2. That is, we calculate the
internal energy in RPA starting from the exact rep-
resentation (23) and inserting the RPA results (A.1)
and (A.2), C
(1)−+
10 = (1/N)M
(1)+−
∑
q n(ωq) cos qx with
M (1)+− = 3〈(Sz)2〉 − 〈Sz〉 − S(S + 1), and 〈(Sz)2〉 =
S(S + 1) − 〈Sz〉(1 + 2P ) resulting from Eq. (6). More-
over, we perform the decoupling C
(1)zz
10 = 〈Sz〉〈(Sz)2〉.
From u, C
(0)−+
10 and 〈Sz〉, the correlator C(0)zz10 may be
calculated.
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